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Who needs
paper?

Conserve paper, money, and the environment
with the creatively inspiring Remarkable Tables™. A
white, high-performance finish allows you to write
directly on the table top with dry-erase markers
and wipe off cleanly in seconds. These “green”
aluminum tables are ideal for learning and creative
environments.

AluGraphix

Get
Inked

Personalized with any favored image or logo, AluGraphix Tables are a unique
approach to make these maintenance-free tables the highlight of the event.
Using a unique finishing process, graphics are printed on Swirl Tables®.
Forget about dull moments because AluGraphix is sure to be the center of
attention at any gathering.*

Writable

Pick Your Own

Write on the table with dryerase markers to bring out
your creativity.

Customize your table with your
own logo.

Easy Maintenance

Marketing Tool

Simply erase with eraser to
wipe clean.

Utilize this marketing tool to
promote and advertise.

Easy Mobility

Easy Mobility

Table trucks provide protective
stacking and storing.

Table trucks provide protective
stacking and storing.

* Must obtain approval to print copywritten logos. Minimum order of 12 tables required.

Specifications
Sustainability

Aluminum extrusions contain 70% recycled aluminum; 10% is post-consumer content, and 60% pre-consumer content. Southern Aluminum
products are recyclable. All aluminum components are smooth finish high strength alloy 6063-T6 extrusions unless otherwise noted.

Table Top
All top surfaces are .080" thick with primary stiffener ribs and have 1½" profile edges (Lifetime Warranty) or 1" profile edges (15-Year
Warranty). Table tops are constructed of individual boards bolted together and have longitudinal seams. Table tops will not crack or warp after
extended usage or exposure to heat, moisture or sunlight. Tables have permanent scratch-resistant stacking bumpers attached to the legs to
prevent damage when stacking.

Product Care and Maintenance
To protect table top finish, handle all tables with care during set-up or take down. Dropping or dragging table tops on concrete or other rough
surfaces will scratch the finish. For tough stains and sanitation, clean after every use with mild soap and water or nonabrasive household
cleaners, such as Windex®�, Mr. Clean®�, or Fantastic®�. Appropriate care for your tables will not only maintain excellent condition, but also
prolong the surface finish.

Lifetime Written Warranty
Southern Aluminum’s expertise in design and manufacturing has always set the highest standards in our markets and we want you
to be confident in our time-tested and functionally proven products. Because of our thirty (30+) year track record and know-how, we
guarantee our products under normal use and normal conditions for as long as you own the products. This includes the functional and
mechanical performance of each product used as it is intended and/or with the conventional purposes these product types are made
for.
In the unlikely event of a warranty issue after your products are in use, we will replace or repair the product(s) at our discretion or
choice depending on the nature of the problem.
We value your investment in Southern Aluminum products and we will stand behind our word to provide you with exceptional products
and service.

Design Options
Leg Finish

Leg Styles

Individual
H Style*
Folding
*H Style leg is available with adjustable feature or caster wheels
Roman II

Black

Wishbone

Remarkable and AluGraphix

Alugraphix

*Rectangle

Scissor Pedestal™ and
KnockDown Pedestal™

Available Sizes
(W" x L")

18 x 60
18 x 72
18 x 96
24 x 60
24 x 72
24 x 96
30 x 60
30 x 72
30 x 96
36 x 36
36 x 60
36 x 72
36 x 96

30" Round
36" Round
30" Square
36" Square
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*Also available in MardiGras Tables®�. (15 yr Warranty)
*All tables are 29.75" high.
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